Transcapsidation and the conserved interactions of two major structural proteins of a pair of phytoreoviruses confirm the mechanism of assembly of the outer capsid layer.
The strongly conserved amino acid sequences of the P8 outer capsid proteins of Rice dwarf virus (RDV) and Rice gall dwarf virus (RGDV) and the distribution of electrostatic potential on the proteins at the interfaces between structural proteins suggested the possibility that P8-trimers of RGDV might bind to the 3-fold symmetrical axes of RDV core particles, with vertical interaction between heterologous P3 and P8 proteins and lateral binding of homologous P8 proteins, thereby allowing formation of the double-layered capsids that are characteristic of viruses that belong to the family Reoviridae. We proved this hypothesis using chimeric virus-like particles composed of the P3 core capsid protein of RDV and the P8 outer capsid protein of RGDV, which were co-expressed in a baculovirus expression system. This is the first report on the molecular biological proof of the mechanism of the assembly of the double-layered capsids with disparate icosahedral lattices.